Assignment 12

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) The most desirable characteristic amongst the following for upholstery used in cars is
   -  Softness
   -  Thermal stability
   -  Abrasion resistance
   -  Adhesion to nylon
   
   *No, the answer is incorrect.*
   *Score: 0*
   *Accepted answers: Abrasion resistance*

2) The most desirable characteristics amongst the following for tire cords used in cars is
   -  Attractive Design
   -  Fatigue resistance
   -  Texture
   -  Softness
   
   *No, the answer is incorrect.*
   *Score: 0*
   *Accepted answers: Fatigue resistance*

3) Suitable fibre amongst the following for tire cord is none
   -  Cotton
   -  Wool
   -  Polypropylene
   -  Rayon

   *No, the answer is incorrect.*
   *Score: 0*
   *Accepted answers: None*

4) The characteristic desired for carpet, amongst the following is
   -  High compression recovery
   -  High compression (hydraulic)
   -  Hard durability
   -  Low static

   *No, the answer is incorrect.*
   *Score: 0*
   *Accepted answers: Low static*

5) The gas used for inflation of airbags is
   -  Oxygen
   -  Carbon dioxide
   -  Hydrogen peroxide
   -  Nitrogen

   *No, the answer is incorrect.*
   *Score: 0*
   *Accepted answers: Nitrogen*

6) The properties desired for hygiene products store
   -  Excellent absorption
   -  Excellent absorbency
   -  Softness
   -  Airmesh

   *No, the answer is incorrect.*
   *Score: 0*
   *Accepted answers: Airmesh*

7) Acquisition and distribution layer in diapers
   -  Should have high wearing characteristics
   -  Should have high discrimination characteristics
   -  Should facilitate maximum area utilization of SAP layer
   -  Should facilitate minimum area utilization of SAP layer

   *No, the answer is incorrect.*
   *Score: 0*
   *Accepted answers: Should facilitate minimum area utilization of SAP layer*

8) The top sheet in diapers should
   -  Have high water holding capacity
   -  Have high water transmitting properties
   -  Ensure that material is in minimum contact with the skin
   -  Ensure that material is in maximum contact with the skin

   *No, the answer is incorrect.*
   *Score: 0*
   *Accepted answers: Have high water transmitting properties Ensure that material is in minimum contact with the skin*

9) The technology/technologies used for production of wipes amongst the following is
   -  Airlace
   -  Spunlace
   -  Wadding
   -  Needle punched

   *No, the answer is incorrect.*
   *Score: 0*
   *Accepted answers: Airlace Spunlace Wadding*

10) The correct sequence of principal layers starting from skin in absorbent hygiene products store
    -  Top sheet – Acquisition and distribution layer – Absorbent core – Back sheet
    -  Back sheet – Acquisition and distribution layer – Absorbent core – Top sheet
    -  Acquisition and distribution layer – Back sheet – Absorbent core – Top sheet
    -  Acquisition and distribution layer – Top sheet – Back sheet – Absorbent core

   *No, the answer is incorrect.*
   *Score: 0*
   *Accepted answers: Top sheet – Acquisition and distribution layer – Absorbent core – Back sheet*